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Hope For .,',
Downtown?

by M, Hughes
Those hoping that the solution to
the downtown mess will come
'from another developer should
beware of the man from NOW.
Ernie Hahn apparently has his
hands full dealing with oufraged
citizen groups in Northern California. In the 'city of Santa Rosa,
Hahn's group is presently in the
construction phase of the downtown corridor, although a court
suit seeksto halt completion of the
project, contending that private
enterprise should finance this
regional shopping center and not
government subsidy. Other residents of the, community see the
'legal Issue as merely academic,
but agree that the money being
spent by the city on urban renewal
seriously detracts from upgrading
the police and fire departments.
Citizens fear further deterioration
of these services since the city has
earmarked revenues taken in from
the mall to be used in other
renewal projects. In Santa Rosa,
traffic problems were also' an
issue, as they were in the city of
Corte Madera. That city's' planning commission turned down a
Hahn proposal .ro build a 670,000
sq. ft. mall, saying' facUity would
have adverse effects on the environment, traffic, and the economy.
Ernie's not worried though, he
received approval last March from
the, city of Novato, in the same
vicinity; to construct a 900,000 sq.
ft. shopping center. Most likely
thlstoo would fall into his "sane
and moral development"
category.

The wonder and the joy 01the holiday season tseoout upon us. Turn
to page 91n this Issue 01 the University Arbiter where begins' the
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL Section and read how It really happens this
time 01 year.
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by M. Hughes
Listening to the applause of the
200 people who turned out at City
Hall to kick off the Downtown for
People Initiative drive, an observer could understand their jubilation. Morton Awes, a spokesman
for the group had just announced
that after an early morning meet-,
Ing with the mayor, substantlal
portions of the groups' proposed
initiative were going to be presented 'to the City Council for its
approval. One section dealing with
prohibition of an enclosed mall,
however, would not be Introduced.
Che.srs for the mayor at the rally
were an acknowledgement of hlQ
willingness to compromise. Once
the crowd dispersed, however, the
real story emerged.
This being the season for giving,
the . mayor had Downtown for
People at the top of his gift list.
Realizing the impact that a commitment to the Initiative guidelines could have on his sagging
political fortunes, the man at the
top almost went hog wild and
joined the movement. Almost. In
aetuality he. opted." for more
traditional politician'S gift, a small

bone. The morning paper said It
all-there had been a misunder
standing between what the mayor
said and the announcement dellvered to the assembled multitude.
Tricky Dick had never mentioned
the word ordinance; instead, he
envisioned something mare in step
with a conventional Yulelide, a
New Year's Resolution. His resoluttonwlllbe
of the policy statement kind, whereas an ordinance
would, make Downtown for Pe0pte's demands law. Heaven Forbbid! So, look for enaetment of a
non-binding resolution by the City
Council, and prepare for the boys
with the 'urban removal' money to
tell the city fathers and mothers to
put their resol.utlon.where the sun
don't shine. Anyone feeling duped
might also consider enacting the
latter proposal into law.
\Nhatever our elected officials do,
they only have fifteen days to show
signs of change' before petition
bearers take to the streets. Each
side loses something' In agreeing
to the delay; the mayor and counciI
say goodbye to their favorite tactic
of tho last decade, procrastination,
and the citizens groups loses
precious time that co~ld be devot-
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eel to signature gathering before
the initiative's sixty day deadlln~
expires.
If the City Council sits on its
hands, It's in for trouble; one of
the more fervent members of
Downtown for Peoplewarns, "that
if they don't do anying, we're
going to step on theml" Ralph
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Interesting that until now the city
hasn't made air pollution' abatement 'a redevelopment priority,
even though the air monitors in
the Central Boise.
demonstrate that a severe problem
exists.

Keys, a spokesman for the group,
vows to "go over any ordinance or
other document with a fine tooth
.oomb. "
' The parts of the Initiative to be
aetedon by the City Council are
those passages dealing with air
'quality standards and provisions
for a mass transit terminus. It's
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Jon Ropertson longtime downtime businessperson talks wlthmec/ia
For People drive.
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There have been times in history that universities have felt
some sort of responsibility toward
the SOCieties that support them.
tv1aJ<eno mistake, we are supported. Students pay only a fraction of
the costs involved in our ,educations. Faculty, administration and
students all feed at the public
trough. In return, we have a duty
to society to be Informed and
literate.
That is, a duty to be
aware of the direction our country
is moving In and the consequences
of our' movement.
Ideally, the university plays the
part of conscience for the whole of
society. Politicians by definition
canriot play that part. The weak
point of democracy Is that elected

i

officials are supposed to represent
people. People are often wrong.
The strong point of democracy Is
Its ability to change. But politicians won't change anything until
they have the votes to do it.' The
people must change before politicians will respond to social needs.
It is the part of the university to
educate the people to Its choices,
It should tell the public the real
story even If it loses popularity by
doing it.
What good is 'a
conscience If it tells you only what
you want to know? We should all
go to hell happily?
As societies go, ours is old. In
terms of name and constitution,
200 years is a long time. For its
continued success, the democratto

learning process must continue.
Every society eventually develops
traditions and customs that it
takes for granted. America has
developed a self-image and a set
of national procedures that are
taken as Immutable as the laws of
thermodynamics.
When the
university does question our society's holy cows, the only art form
that cows are capable of usually
hits the many
various and
sundry fans that. move the air In
our society. The largest and most
prolific cow of our time is the
mythology of government.
Many
of this age are subject to the notion
that government can cure, everything from cancer and smoking to
low tobacco prices.
CONTINUED
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Above: Over 55 representatives from other institutions of high learning,

120 BSU faculty members, and 60 students made up me academic
procession at the inagural of Dr. John Keiser as BSU president last
Friday. Right: Keiser marches behind the honor guard In the recessional
at the end of the ceremony, followed by Governor John Evans and State
'Board of Education member Janet Hay and AL. Alford.

8

.'INAGURATION
"I know otno state institution,"
said Dr. John Keiser, "with a
. better chance to achieve meaningful reform, real 'success, than
here. Keiser spoke at his lnaquratlon as BsU President last Friday,
II

~~~~~::;~~~2~~~~~" was

which
in the from
BSU other
gym
with over 55held
dignitaries
colleges and universities, 120faeulty representatives, and 60 student representatives hi the academic procession.
,
Keiser, In his 25-minute speech,
emphasized' a long-range' academlc ,Plan for the unlvers,lty, and
compared the universlty's symbols
with
the "essence of what we do
,
, ' every ~y.
he also noted he
• hoped to begin evaluating academic proarams on a regular basis
lllXlOidlng to "agreed standardsor zero basing our academic
endeavors, If you will."
'
Janet Hay, member of the State
Board of·Educatlon and chairman
of the board's BSU Executive
Committee, presented Keiser with'
a medallion, signifying the board's
official recognition of his office .
.Featured speakers were Governor
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We bought out an entire warehouse in Utah 'full of music &
electro~ic equipment and we are going to pass the 'savings
on tovou ...

JUST UNTOMEFOR CHRISTMAS
SPECIAL

GROUP OF

RECEIVERS

SPrE 'KERS

TURNTABLES
UPTO

UPTO

F
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,CARTRIDGES

Gxg

Reg. 154

Coaxial
Car Speakers

11
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, $3995 $1995
ONLY

.

RECORD
CLEANERS
Reg. 119"

CAR
STEREOS
MUM 8·Track
In,Dash

NOW

$995

Reg.'159"

rmw

8-TRACK
CAR STEREO
Under,Dash

$7988 $3750
. .

CASSETTE

PLAYER
W/2 Speakers

Reg.'179"

$109

00 ~

OVERLAND PARK STORE
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
TO SERVE YOU BETTER

377-2121

I .
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~ hfOU CA~vi BUY

AM-FM,

Ileg. '79"

NOW
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A DETtER PIECEOF -PPaOpr::1\YY··
.•. you become full owner upon
payment of first installment ..
Future value of property is
guaranteed .' . .dividends pald
annually ... property automatically becomes fully paid If you
die before all payments have
been made . . .propertv
managed by financial Investment experts at no extra charge
to you.
This particular property Is, of
course, LIFE INSURANCE. It's
Ideal property to own. And CML
offers you "Blue Chip" quality
and service.
'

Stephen H. 5elekof CLU
··5914-NolVltiod or.: ~
P.O. Box 5308.:.~
Boise, Idaho 837051

-(200) 375-4100
"
~
Mutuduk _,_~
The IIIw Chip Company. Since 1M
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"EXCHANGE

"ASBSU"
Petltlons'for ASBSU presidential, vicepresidential, and llIlIlatorlai' elections
will be available In the Student Affairs
office, A-110, beginning Jan: 17, 1979.
Petitions are due Feb. 2. 1979.

STUDENTS'~,

"ETCETERA"

ex-

Interosted In being a Natlon8J
change Student? An orientation meetIng for Interested students will be held
Dec. 14 at 2:30 pm 10 tho SUB. For
furthor Information, call the NSE office '
at 385-1200. '

A On Friday, Dec. 15 and Sunday,
Dec. 17 the BSU Ubrary will be open
until 12 pm for study only. Only the
first floor will be IJpen and only the
main circulation desk will be staffed.
The BSU Ubrary has a number. of
coats, books, notebooks, keyS, etc. In
the lost 9Ild found at the main
'clrculatlon desk. Owners may Claim by
Identifying.

CAMPUS
CAPSULE

"ACADEMIC"

Facully, staff and students who
presently hold a reserved parking space
are asked to advise Parking Control,
Room A-118, Administration Building,
If they leave the University. A list will
be maintained so Interested people may
contact the holder of tho reserved space
and negotiate a sale of the space for the
remainder of the year.

Parent education cresses will be
offered by Boise State Unlverslly spring
semester beginning Jan. 29.
The courses, attended by about 140
persons during fall semester, will be
offered free of charge by the BSU
Parent Education Center, and are
hmded . by Tille I of the Higher
Education Act of 1965, Boise School
District elementary counseling staff,
the Junior League of Boise and BSU.
Parent study groups meet weekly.
The course Includes reading a selected
parent training book, trying new parenting techniques with children, and
sharing IdaaS and solutions to parentIng problems wllh other participants.
For further Information about parent
. study groups, call .the BSU Parent
Education Center at 385-3279.

"BSU SIGN CLUB MEETING"
There will be a Sign Club meeting on
Thursday, December 14, 1978 at the
Minority Culture Center, 5:30 pm.
T-Shirts will be available at the meeting
for sale and distribution. Pleaso make
your - best attempt to come to the
meeting.
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John Evans, Dr. Leno 8epplfrom
the State Board, Dr. Jerry Tucker
representing the faculty, ASBSU
President, Rob Perez, and David
Light, president of the Alumni
Association, which presented to
Keiser the Boston rocker with the'

BSU.seaJ.
Keiser remarked, "Last February, more than one member of the
search committee which' selected

:-

me'

for the presidency of Boise
State University tndlcated, reasonably at the time, that Increased
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latest Styles
Offering,

10% Discount to BSUStudents
DOWN VEST
. $14.00
Li;ATHER VEST $16.00
• DACRON VEST
$6.00

1032 Broadway

1 Block South of Stadium
-!

Cr~ssCou"try S·k.iers
'. This' winter the Bootworks is proua to again be offering the finest
cross country ski boot made.

NorrronaSki Boots.

s
c

funding for the University indicated, reasonably at the time, that
increased funding for the University was assured, that the 'pavilion
issue' would be settled before I
arrived In August, and that the
football team would likely finish
the season undefeated. from the
additional things you know, I
am certain. you understand my
. mixed feelings when-[Arts and
. :Sclences dean Will/am) Keppler
told me that aft{lT this Inagurallon
I would be '''officially committed
to the Institution.'''

~
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1. Stitched Norwegian seam.(does not have the potential for
delamin~tion like some molded boots)
2. leather Insoles
3. Solid steel shank for torsional stiffness
4. S~eelinsert i,ntoes
5. Lined or unlined
6. Can 'be resoled anytime by any cobbler
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If you live out of town, send us a postcard
and we will send you our literature on the finest ski shoe in the world.

Epoke Skis • Asnes Skis .- Tappen Skis • Trucker Skis '.
Ramer Bindings •• SkI/om Bindings. • Exel Poles

~

'

Mica Skis

Live tNhJJsic
dancing- on Sunday
l\ockyMto Ozone Band
ll'hu,.Sun i 4, i 5, i 6, i 1

Salt Creek
Sunda)' i7/'

...
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.Protestors Demand Closing Of Control Untt .
"Uvlng In a control unit Is
changing, however as evidenced
Impossible for a free person to
by a recent protest In St. louis.
understand. The only way you
Olantlng "Bureau of Prison's
could understand Is to go Into 'iour
behavior control, kills the body
bathroom, lock the door, fie down
and the soul," 125 prison rights
In the bathtub and stay there for
activists recently brought their
three years. "
•
three and a half year fight to close
Earl Gaither,
the behavior modification unit to
A prisoner Inside , the offices' of the U.S. Prison
. the Ifflnols Federal PrIson
Bureau In St. louis.
(LNS) - Behind the walls of the
"We were there," Scott Myers, a
Illinois Federal Prison at Marlon,
member of the National Commlt120 miles southeast of St. louis, In·. tee to Support the Marlon Brothers the heart. of Southern illinois, ,(NCSMB) told LNS a day after the
.modem dungeons designed for
November Zl protest . "because
those the system labels "IncorrlVie have gotten no res'ponsefrom
glbles" . have operated almost
the court and now feel that It Is
completely out of the public eye time to deal directly with the
for years. TIlls situation Is slowly
Bureau of Prisons itself."
.
.
Many people, " Myers further
'rteen I!!'tAAU&l
WE8UY . explained, "recognize that the FBI
U;X;UGOOO~~SE~
and the CIA are repressive agenNEARLY NEW' AND,
OR• \ffi{ (lI)cles.
But they do not recognize the
SFARCHsemaFOROUTOfPRNTBOQI\;,
Bureau of Prisons as a repressive
agency, and we feel It Is time that
~61G5;AiE ST OO!SE, 1083702
342.3 61
they did."
'
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"The behavior modification unit
first set up in 1972 to punish
102 prisoners who had staged a·
hunger strike to protest prison
condldltlons.
Since then, the unit, 3Jso known
as a "prison inside a prison" has
become a permanent part of
Marlon, and currently holds 72 of
the more than 500 prisoners there.
It functions as a testing ground for
behavior modification techniques.
Prisoners are sent to the control
unit from state and federal prisons across the U.S., from the
Virgin Islands and from Puerto
Rlro.
Prisoners are held In Indefinite
solitary confinement In nine by 12
foot cells, 231h hours a day. TIley
are subjected to drugs, and sensory deprivation techniques which
are designed to break them physlcally and ment8lly.
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Diseases related to'
kill hundreds of thou '.'
every year .In United
alone 320,OOOdied i·7.
WHOsay each cigar
.
shortens life' by 5'2nUi.tes.
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tobacco producer ~nd·consu~er
,(~hina. Latest figures show Chinese puff away
;::':725,000,000,000
clgarettes a year.
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World production of cigarette,s has Increased by .{::::.
3,112,000,000,000
In twenty-five years- much ::'S·
of it in TIllrd World countries •
.
;:,:.
/:"

is

Cigarette trade
dominated by seven huge companies
which accounted for sales of $32 billion In 1976 •

For one half hour a day, they are
let out of their eel!s for recreation.
During that half hour, only two are
a110v.'9d out ata time, so team
sports are Impossible to play.
TIle prisoners Inside the controlunit have few escapes from this
situation. While the average stay
In the control unit Is two years. no,
one Is ever really sure of wilen.
he will be released. And many
have been kept there for several
years. .
In the past few years, eight have
committed suicide elther Inside
the unit Itself or shortly after being
released.
.
Even worse, than the regular
control unit , however, are the
ooxcar cells. TIlose prisoners are
kBpt In soundproof and fresh-alr
proof oells, behind two doors. At
least one Is always closed, sometimes both. Prisoners are fed rold
bag lunches and are brought to
vlslts In handcuffs; Visits are rare,
however, because many prisoners
at Marlon are hundreds of miles
away from their homes.

J.8728

After a prisoner Is put In a
boxcar, all of his personal property
is taken away. And although there
has been a court Injunction against
,the S8!1SOry deprivation boxcar
since last spring, Marlon officials
have arrogantly Ignored It.
Bureau officials are so pleased
with the operations at Marlo~ that .
they have touted the unit as a
.modelfor
other prisons. Their
'message has fallen on receptive
' ears: the Alderson Federal Prison
for Women in West Virginia and
state prisons In Arizona and New .
Mexiro an~".Owronstructlng punl' tive behavior modification units.
. TIle struggl~, though; to close the
units will go on. The nine activists
who were arrested at the protest
' according to Myers Intend to u~
. their trials as an~ppol1Unlty to
I, publicize their efforts to close the
: unit. And lawers who fought the
! three year battle to get the court
I Injunction against the boxcar oells
are now preparing a motion to
force the judge to complete the
case.

ALWAYS
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS HOURS:
10:3Oam - 8:00pm M-F,

=~

1O:3Oam - 6:00pm sat

tHO FRO~T ST. . Amps
"')OISE~ID.
Drums

,Guitars

Alvarez
Rlckenbacker
Yamaha

Full fine of
accessories-Ali
at discount prices

plus mOffJ
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'D~ck In The U.S.S.

by Chuck Bute

INVOLUNTARY SERVITUDE:
The merchants of death (tho Joint
Chiefs of Staff) and their lackeys
on .Capitol Hili are beating the
drums for ~ resumption of the
draft. this Is disgusting, if not
totally unexpected, news.
It's extremely Ironic that the
defenders of the '''democratic''
American system Would seek to
defend our "freedom'" by reintroducing a form of outright
slavery 1nto our SoCiety. That's
more thana bit reminIscent of the
decision by an American ottlcer In
Vietnam to "destroy the town in
order to save It."

atiilg), so much Inventment capital
difference.
The Ironic aspect of the situation
will be tied up (an estimated $1
Is that the publicity about cyanidetrillion), that very little will be
available for development of a1ter- Kool-Ald quatfers could well put a
dent in Kool-Ald consumption for
'native energy sources.
no good reason, when there are
The end result of a full-scale
many valid ones not to drink the
nuclear construction
program
stuff: tooth decay, diabetes, obeswould be that we'd be paying
lty, malnutrition, and hypoglycontinually higher utility bills and
cemia. KooI~Ald powder doesn't
would remain at the mercy of the
cause those things, but the other
utilities for our energy needs.
active Ingredient In the drink,
Nuclear power makes Sense - If
white death ("your sugar"),does
you're among the less than 2% of
either directly or Indirectly. Tooth
the population which owned over
90% of the corporate' stock in the 'decay, diabetes, and hypoglycemia are direct consequences of
U.S. (source for the figure: The
. sugar consumption. Sugar causes
Rick
and
Super
Rich,
by
Ferdinand
.
malnutrition and obesity In .the
Lundberg).

~
FALLOUT: A Upi dispa.ch buried
In section E of last Saturday's
Statesman reported that the projected cost of the seabrook nuclear
power plant has nearly tripled In
the last nine years - from $850
million to $2.3 billion. Guess "Down with Daflllll\'OUGhul1l/ln rights aulMlrlllvcsl All Hall lenin, Marx end Anllll BryllnU"
who'll end up paying for It.
following manners: The- "empty
But nuclear power :s needed - by
the utility companies: their rates
MORT A CREDIT IDEA TH ON
calories" in sugar are virtually
are based on their capital InvestTHE INSTALLMENT PLAN]: One worthless nutritionally, hence, if a
rnent, and nuclear power Is about
notes with amusement the dlscomperson's diet contains a high .
as expensive as you can get;
fiture of General Foods over the
proportion of sugar, but doesn't
, skyrocketing electricity rates due
report that the cultists In Guyana
contain. an excessive amount of
to nuclear power would help to
did themselves in with. Kool-Ald·
caJorles,s/he is likely to end up
insure that people couldn't afford
flavored cyanide (Kool-Ald is a
with nutritional defiCiencies; and If
to invest In. alternative energy
product of General Foods). A p.r.
a person with a high sugar intake
systems; and if the Carter Adminperson for General Foods said,
consumesenough wholesome food
Istration's estimate that 400 atom"What on earth dlfferneee does it
to supply the nutrients not found
Ic power plants will be operating In
make if it was Kool-Aid ...that was
in sugar, s/\1ewlll liKely end up a.
the U.S. by the end of the century
used to wash down the cyanide?"
CONTINUED
PAGE 8
Is correct (70 are currently oper-. ' And it really doesn't make any
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there are quite a few over-30's out existence of these two contests?
The BSU Homecoming commltthere; according to national sur- The winner of the Homecoming
tee recently circulated Its plans for
vfYIS,approximately 70 percent 0 Queen receives prizes like money
the integration of the 1979 Home- the American population Is over- and a chance for an ali-expenses
coming Queen Contest with the
weight; relatively few people fit paid trip to the Orange Bowl to
Miss BSU Contest. Setting aside the artlflcally contrived criteria of compete In the
HomecQmlng
for the moment the destruction of
the Miss BSU Contest, just as few Queen USA Contest. The correshuman dignity caused by elthar
meet the artlflcally contrived crltpondlng male whiner on this
contest, such a merger seams, at
eria for the Miss Idaho and Miss campus, Mr. Ugly, gets a plaque.
first glance, to be a reasonable America Contests: female, unmar- There Is little need to reiterate the.
Idea. After all, the Miss BSU rled, under 30 years of age, a list of prizes awarded the winner
Contest costs money, energy, and proverbial bfick out-house, etc. of the Miss BSU contest: scholartime, as does the Homecoming What we then have Is a non-repre- ships, clothes, luggage, travel.
Queen Contest; by rolling the two sentative representative! selected' There Is no corresponding opporinto one, the wastetul duplication by artificial means from an elite tunlty for men-no Mr. BSU. I
can be eliminated. So much for the group. The Homecoming Queen, leave it to youto consider how well
advantages of the idea.
at least, is more reprsentatlve
these conditions correspond with
Otherwise, again leaving out
because she need only be someone the norHJiscrlmlnatlon statement
comments about the morally un- sponsoredby an organization or by that Is boldly printed on almost
healthy conceptsthat place a prize ,. a group of people. At BSU -Isst everi official piece of paper that
on blind conformlty to other year, a Vigorous poster campaign leaves the BSU Campus.
people's conceptions of beauty,
was waged on behalf of a dog; In
There are waYs to clean up BSU's
the integration of the two seems
Florida, the same year, a 50 year 'act. One would be to have a
an appalling Idea. The woman old woman was selected the campus-wide contest-in conneochosen as Miss BSU, among other Homecoming Queen. \lVhlle neith- tion with Homecoming Week,
things, is the official hostess of er of these two examples are even-for a Ms. BSU and a Mr.
Boise StateUniversity. This means necessary representative of the BSU, people who would share the
she speaks for the university to
BSU student body, at least they official host/hostess duties on the
high school groups, to clubs and serve as examples of the existing student level, people who would.
organizations; she welcomes visltopportunities provided by the share In the prl~ and other
Ing dignitaries; In short, In certain current Homecoming Queen con- opportunities, people chosen by a
capaeltlesshe represents the stu- cept. To Integrate these two process that Is as fair to the
dent body to the outside world.
contests into one negates, the
over-30, overweight, married male
But does she truly represent existing opportunities .by furtheras to the twentyisll, hundred-andBSU;s student body? According to
Ing an artlflcally restrictive proc- ten pound women with money
, .a survey taken' at the end of the ass that discriminates against the 'enough for a good orthodontlst.:
Spring '78 semester, 51% of the
majority of the BSUstudentbody.
HomeComing Queen and Miss
. student population is male, 55% Is
And that brings around another BSU Contests be damned. How
.marrled, and the average age Is
question. What about the sexual about an honest opportunity for
just under 'Zl years- mean!~~that discrimination created by the very
all-for a change?
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Boise 'State Unwsf9ify'

Dear Students:
Last week the Big Sky Council of
Student Body Presidents met to
discuss athletics in the Big Sky
Conference. The following agenda
Items were discussed: First, we
discussed athlete code of conduct.
This agenda item originated from
the University of Montana, .becauseof their concernthat athletes
were receiving preferential treatment In disciplinary matters. After
thorough study, It was realized
that each B!g Sky Institution had
codes of conduct which were
enforced by the institution - no the
Athletic Departments. Hence, the
conclusion was reached that greater awareness of these codeson all
levels of the Institution would be
beneficial.
Secondly, we discussed the admittance of Student BodY. Presl-'
dents 'to athletic director and
,faculty representative meetings. A
·request was made to the conference that student presidents be
admitted to these meetings; the
requeet'was eceepted. The accept'ance of' this Item has great
implications. Now student presidents can be actively Involved In
discussions prior to Creationof D11y
pollcles and can be part of the
reaction rather than only react to
these policies.
Lastly, the committee to review
University of Nevada at Reno's
expansion into the conference has
been enlarged, by the addition of a
student president, to the commit·
tee. The President selected for the
review committee will keepa logaI
all activities necessary to adequately review a new conference
team and will then report In
written and oral fashion to the Big
SkY Council. Student Presidents
believe that the Information gainedfromtherevlewwlllincludethe
criteria mandatory to becOmea
member of. the Big Sky and 1M
Athletics,aswell
as documentation of student's lripact on the
revtew.
.
Another topic that nss come up Is
the use of .the main gymnasium
and auxllary gymnasium during
the Christmas Break. Exceptfor a
period of two weeks, during whlch~'

,
within
our
community.
with
people
ideas that are
case that would offset the time, When we discuss at great length different, the and
resulting dlsspnance
I have been asked to comment the effort, and the money that
on the subject of International must be expended to justify this the need for multl-ethnic studies can create the motivation to
change or expand our thinking and
Education and. the meaning of dimension. The question Immedi- the thrust Is toward the crucial
need for students to be exposed to feelings. .The benefits then of
Boise State as a university. This ately arises: what kind of Instituhas turned out to be no small task tion are we that can assert a important cultural differences and international education accrue In
life styles. When it comes to both directions; while we serve the
desplte : my initial feeling that
legitimate claim to providing's
years of working with foreign program for international students foreign students, however, no- educational Interests and needs of
students would allow the words to that is truly compatible with the where do we find any excited foreign students, we are being
meaning of the university? The' dialogue that would permit a, educated In the process.
flow effortlessly.
In the absence of an oeeran
Gorgeous generalities come to answer is, at this point, subject to philosophy to be developed. In
mind quickly and slip through the considerable debate. Other ques- effect, a vacuum exists to be only institutional policy, our admisliPs easily with the assurancethat tions come to the fore. When did Imperfectly filled by those of us sions policy stands as the sole
they are touchstones for truth and we begin to purposively seek out who choose to work In this area expression of our Intetest In contln
ued Involvement with foreign stuunquestionably accepted by all.
foreign students for inclusion In without much direction or guidance. sadly-the University hes no dents. When we admit and enroll
Consider for a moment the conten- our community? What criteria did
written, publically addressed com- foreign students and accept their
tions that International education we use to select Jhem? What
mitment to international educa- J1lOf1ey,we are accepting certain
fosters International understand- programs did we develop to action, no articulated philosophical legal responsibilities as well as the
Ing and cooperation, furthers the commodate them? When did we
foundation to guide those of us responsibility to be as certain as
,Ideal of human rights In an consider a diversion of funding
who are charged with that respon- possible that those students are
atmosphere of commitment to and 'personnel to meet their
academically, linguistically •and
needs? The surprising answer Is sibility.
free Inquiry and public competiIn addition to the characteriza- financially capable of suoceadlng
tion of Ideas, and engenders that at no time did we consciously
cultural awareness and sensitivity address these questions as a tion of Boise State as a young, at Boise State. Mor3over, having'
emerging university, we cannot
foreign students on campus rewhich culminates In a sense of Institution. One Indivldual aftar
rejoicing In the diversity of· hu- another simply assumed the res- avoid the further description that quires additional knowiedgeand
we are" In all essentlalrsspect8, a responsiveness In academic areas
mankind. Beautiful thoughts and ponsibilities from a position of
predominantly white, middle cla,c>s as well as other service areas such
probably valid In m:;my Instances, abdication by another. In short,
~~or:
~~ f.;,:;,,','
institution located·ln a community as housing, financial aids, orienta- 5:00 pm. =Dr.
and for many who are the "True- the "Why" of having international
Cooper, ChaIrman of,
bellvers" In International educa- students on our campus oocurred ' with conservative political and tatlon, counseling, student activi- the Physical education Depart~
religious attitudes and geographi- ties, health servleesand communby accident and not by design.
tion.
cally
and
culturally
Isolated
from
ity host family and home stay
However, such· high-sounding,
It Is Ironic but at the time that
.
all-embraclng tones fall flat and we haVe nearly one hundred . much of· our own nation and programs.
certainly the rest of the world.
Obviously, all of this takes for supervisory personnel and ~
students from ·over thlry different
dull on the pragmatic ears of most.
Could there be a better reason for budgetary support. In light of the there would be enough student I)
nations participating In our acacertainly they alone do not
Injecting this campus and this apprehension over possible budjet
establish a strong case In favor of demic programs, nowhere will we
reductions which would adversly
International education at this find In the annals, the archives, In community with differing cultural
particular institution. The case the current reports. that agonize values, perspectiVesand Interpre- affect the institution's capabilities this topic. The only way we canask ~/.>
over our meaning as a university, 'tatlons? This Is the real contribu- and resources, we are forced to for more money to pay sUpolVlsory
must be made In .other ways.
tion that our Instltotion should aSkIf an effective foreign student personnel Is to show that students
'It Is appealing to postulate that a succinct arid well-thought out
a university cannot claim such policy that attends to the presence expect foreign students to make. program can be continued without , would Indeed be using the facilitY.
The learning process is oohano- . compromise of present or fUture I .don't think we caR ask for the
status If It dOSSnot or cannot In of foreigners on our campus.
ed when there Is a certain amount educational goalsand standards of gyms to be open If no students will
In characterizing our Institution,
fact point with pride to Its universal and necessarily international It Is always safe and popular to say ofcroo.-tlve .tension or cognitive the institution.·
be using the facilities.
Now Is the time, itseams tome,
dimension. This Is a creditable that we are "emerging." Thus we dissonance. This occurs when
Rob Perez
appeal and shoUldnot be forgotten can be forgiven for trespasses there Is a difference between what ' to thoroughly .assess our· future
ASBSUPresident '
or lightly taken but again It does .. which may constitute. neglect of a we expect and what we experi- directions In the realm of internaence. When we. are confronted tional education.
not lend sufflcl.e~t C?!'edence t~ the variety of Interests that are encompassed
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"cold-drill"

National student Exchange

Manuscripts of poems, short atorlea, plays and essays by
BSU students, stall, and faculty to be considered for
publication In "til! colcklrlll" will be due Dec. 15. The
entrles should be turned In to the english Department, LA
228, with author's name and adress attscned.
UnillfS
accompanied by a stamped, salf·addressed envelope, the
manuscripts will not be returned.

Want to be a National Exchange student and attend
another U.S. collage or universitY? Attend orientation
meetings Dec. 11 and Dec. 14 at 2:30 pm In the SUB.

BSUInformation
Requests for general Information concerning Bolsa State
should be forwarded to the High SChoOl and University
R,iGtlons Office for mailing coordination. Questions on the
Information mailing procedure may be directed to 385-1401.

Greeks Want Colony
Bolsa State Greeks are considering Inviting another
national fraternity to colonlzo hare. Persona affiliated with
a nationally recognized men's fraternity are asked to glva
affiliation Information and colonization opinions to tha
Student Activities Office In the SUN.'

Concerto Featured
The BSU Orchestra will Ieature Bach's "Brandenburg
COncerto" In a concert scheduled Wednesday, Dec. 13 at
8:15 pm In the Music Auditorium.
Admission Is $2 for .
adults and $1 for students. BSU students, faculty, slall,
and senior citizens are admilled freo. Proceeds from the
concert go to the BSU music scholarship fund.

Alberta Wilderness
"Wilderness Albor1a"will
be presented on film by
Audubon Wildlife Films Thursday, Dec. 14 In tho Special
Events Center at 8 pm. Albert Karvonen will show alplno
.r~lons of Banll and Jasper National Parks and, with cross
country ski 111m,will explore the winter lives of tho alpine
world.

A senior tuba recital will be presented Thursday, Dec. 14,
by BSU music education major Phil Rundquist at 4:30 pm In
the Music Auditorium .. The publls Is Invited to attend the
recital without charge.
'

Parent educatlon classes will be offered by BSU spring
semester beginning Jan:' 29. For further Information, call
the Parent Educatlon Center at 385-3279.

Christmas Vacation
BSU will be officially ctosed.Ior Christmas vacation Friday,
Doc. 22 through Wednesday, Dec. 27, and Monday, Jan. 1,
New Year's Day.

No Exams
Dec. tl;t5ls designated In the 1976-79acudemlc calenda~'
as "no examination week.;'
The cooperation of faculty
members ts.requested
in keep the week free from tests.

. . Commuter

Irovel

BSU employees arc asked to assist in an area-wide studyot
commuter travel patterns and preferences being condscted
by the Rldesharlng Offlco of the' Ada County Highway
District.
Return the survoy form 10 Gordon Phillips,
director of Admlnlstral/ve Services, Ad.~ 204, by' Dec. 15.

I<AID
• Dec. 17at 7 pm, the Boise Philharmonic Christmas Concert
will be telecast by Chaooel 4 and will be simul-cast In the
Boise area on ·KBOI·FM.
A Tv-only repeat of the broadcast Is scheduled Christmas
Eve at 2 pm and Cnrlstrnas Day at 7 pm. Also Christmas
Eve, KAID will repeat the hour-lonq family special
"Christmas Eve on Sesame Street" at 5:30 prn.

Ceramics Show
BSU ceramics students and Instructors have scheduled the
Annual FEstival of Ceramics Show and Sale for Doc. 16-18.
The oxhlbll will be open from 10 am to 4:30 pm each day In
lhe University at the Liberal Arts Building.

Historical Society
The state Board of Educatlor; has Invited nominations or
applications for a vacancy on the Board of Trustees of the
State Historical Society.
Letters of nomination or
recommendation are due atthe Office of the State Board of
Education by Dec. 20.

Announcements
BSU announcements will be printed In the Arblter each
week 10 Inform students, faculty, and staff about Important
dates and avents. Departments or Individuals who would
like to submit material for the column should sand It to the
Information Services offlco, Ad. 123, 385-1582 before
Thursday of each week.

Reference Policy
A now referonces checking policy Is now In effect at the
BSU Personnel Department. According to Jane Buser,
personnel director, as a result of hlgt. employee turnover
aold a resulting Increase In personnol workload:
-BSU departments will notify the Personnel Department of
the appllcant(s) of their choice.
-The Personnel Department will mako referonce checks
llIld notify departments by phono of the results.
-Posltlve reference checks will result In an oller of
employmenl.
-Negative reference checks will require consultation beforo
a decls!on Is roached,

Information

Minimum Wage Goes Up
Work study s1udent supervisors are advised that the
minimum wage Increase to $2.90 per hour will be effective
Jan. 1, 1979. Depar1monts are asked to eonslder Dec. 17 as
the effective date on campus lor adjusted wage ratea. For
further Information, call Jane MUllin, Career and Financial
Services, 385-1684.

for this space is provided
Administration

Building,

by the Office of Information
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SOLSTICE: The old
pagan celebration of the Winter
Solstice, with Its customary giftgiving, Is almost upon us. For
those who are getting a late start
on gift-buying, here are a few
suggestions:
Anarchy in Action, by Colin Ward,
Harper & Row, $2.45 paperback
(probably the best .introductory
work on anarchism)
The . Unknown
Revolution,
by
Vollne- order from the publisher,
Black & Red, Box 9546, Detroit,
MI'. 48202, $4.00 paperback (a
fascinating account and analysis of
the Russion Revolution by an

16 TONS AND WHADDA YA
GET: You too can work 60 to 80
hours per month for a salary of
$120, win friends, and,' Inform
people. I'm quitting my job as theOff-e3mpus News Editor, and It's
up for grabs ..... so come in and
apply.

Patrick x: ~~,~''''''&~''&.u'%"u,''&.

FROM
PAGE 2
Asocletygetsthegovemment
It
America Is caught up In forced
deserves and ours reflects the
morality. Opponents of diverse
'something for nothing' philosexual and drug laws are acquaint-sophy
that dominates the economed with the question of governIc and political hierarchy .. It IS.a
ment Imposition of moral standbasic and observable phenomenon
ards. Most do not question the
that government grows much eastright of government- to take Its
er as.it shrinks. Influence peddling
subjects' incomes by force' of law
is the science of compromise. 'You
and distribute according to Its own
can have your hOspital if I can have
purposes. I'm not against welfare,
my dam.' If you wondered where
but I always enjoyed giving more
the money that is spent on all
when I had a choice. Who can
these well-meaning projects gets
afford to give when the governits value, you might be surprised
ment takes?
to find out that all of the money
The ·Humphrey-Hawkins bill. .. that the Fed creates gets its value
assumes that 'govern'inent should
from the diminishing of the value
not only supply jobs to everyone, It
of, money already in the system.
also assumes that the government
It's a. closed System; the, dime
is,able. I would think that it would
from every dollar you lost to.
be judged unconstitutional on the
inflation was spent
philanbasis of 'separation of church and
thropically by our', government.
state.' Even theists that believe
The two events are inextricable.
that God 'will provide everything
But stHl the government talks
have the good sense to be thankabout wages and prices. How can
ful. Today,. we demand all things
anyone take the president's plan
from the government and expect
to penalize those who raise prices
to get it simultaneously with lower
seriously? He came up with the
taxes.
most incredible plan to keep prices
There Is a cost, though. We're
down. The pian is to buy only
paying U now in the form of double
from sources that don't raise
digit tnftatlon, Anyone who can
prices. Tell me who In their right
stand by a printing press producmind would buy from a more
Ing green backs and thinks that
expensive source. By implication,
wealth is being created is sadiy
maybe the government wouid.
misled. Our government contlnIt Is the nature of organizations
ues to create money, mostly
as big as our government to'
through the federal reserve. sysdevelop administrative arthritis
tern to finance the awesome
through self-opposlng, self-defeatnational debt and to I<eepInterest
ing regUlations and purposes. It Is
rates down. Obviously, the race Is
the responsibility of the university
being lost. The natural response
to educate the populace as to the
is to blame big government and Its . effect of our outdated dreams.
bureaucracy for mismanagement.
There are plenty of other'3 around
Indirectly, that's accurate but It's
and soma of the old ones are still
really a cop out in the traditional
good, but there's no need to go
.sense.
down with,ones that don't work:
CONTINUED

Senior Recital

Parent Education

FROM

human blimp.
Combine those facts with another, that sugar Is highly addictive
(the average. American Ingests
over 100 pounds of it per year),
and you reach the follOWing con-·
clusion:a1d + cyanide
fast
death; Kooi-Aid + sugar = slow
death.

Sexual Repression, Authoritarian
. Conditioning, and the Irrational in
Politics, by Maurice Brinton,
Black & Red, $.75 paperback (the
title says .lt all)
The Anarchist
Collectives, Ed.
Sam Dolgoff, Free Life Editions,
$3.45 paper back (a very interesting account of collectlvatlon and
self-management during the SpanIsh RevoMlon)
Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas by
Hunter S. lhompson,
Popular
Library, $1.75 paperback (the funniest book I've ever read)
And to those of your friends who
are celebrating the solstice season
for superstitious reasons, you
might want to give a subscription
to American Atheist, Box 2117,
Austin, Texas 78768, $15 per year.

Services,

Room 123, or phone 385-1562

Come on In.· we or<il
here for youl
V Qar around t0nnls
uppar01 6 equlpm0nt
Ski W0ar with fashion
OPEN MON· THURS 11 SAT 10:00· 6:30

1he

\..

FRI TILL ":00

';;t{;'

~S.un5h.inez

~pany
574 Main Streot-

Boise, Idaho 83702
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Last Christmas Day, I read
Camus' The Plague, played myself
three games of Backgammon--two
of which I lost-sand went to some
friends' house for a late dinner,
where we drank white wine with
our turkey and cappuccino with
our pie.
The year before, on
Christmas Day, I washed my hair
and read Orwell's 1984 and ate
oysters, alone, at five, drinking
kahlua and coffee with my dessert.
In years past, I have wrapped
mountains of gifts, baked tons of
pies, spent billions of dollars;
laughed at hundreds of old jokes.
hugged dozens of people I hardly
knew and much less liked, talked
about tens of things about which I
didn't know or care, and refused to
consider the east.
Losing at
Backgammon turns out to be less
expensive (and more rewarding.)
For Christmas, one year, the
gift list turned out to be: to Mark
, from Mary, one divorce on account
, of you said you'd stop drinking so
,.much and you've come home
drwik every night this week,--Iip~ek on yoUi' collar-end don't ~
...... - ._,..~ ... ' ....•. _ .. _-----;.-

to me about the house being a
mess, with four kids and a
full-time job, what do you expect;
to Jeanette
from Ray, a 30months-to-pay contract at 18%
interest covering a spinet which
was not really the one you wanted
but it was the only size that would
fit into our small, two-bedroom
house along with out still-owed-on
furniture, our bought-en-time TV,
our yet unpaid-for carpet brought
home in our $140 a month car; and
our two kids whocan'thave a pet
because momma works and so we
have to go to the babysitter's all
day and can't take good care of a
kitty; to Alice from Tom, an
absolutely stunning, slinky black
nightgown that cost a fortune to
replace the one that got ripped to
shreds the night I also gave you a
black eye for which Iam honest-togod' truly sorry and it'll never
happen. again, I don't know what
came over me; to J.D, from Mom,
a 529.98 shirt because I know you
like nice things even though Ionly
got the other boys· sox because
they nnderstand how little money]
have lIDd because I love it when
you call me on Mother's Day each'
r"
.

".,

"

',..

...

"

\

year, you're not like your brothers
who live just next' door and can't
be bothered with little things like
that even though they're over here
every day; to Mother and Father
from all, a set of luggage which
you will probably not use since you
never travel but maybe this will
make you want to and besides
you're so damn hard to buy for and
we've spent way too much already
so we went in together and it only
cost us $9 apiece for this quite
impressive set of seven pieces plus
a free monogrammed
handbag
you'll receive if you'U only, send in
the coupon. Merry -Christmas,
This year, I amlooldng forward
to the crispy cold air, hoping for
fresh snow, a thermos of hot tea to
go with the cheese and sprouts on
rye, the apples and nuts, two
granola bars and an orange, with
an extra sweater and some matches stuffed in my pack, trekking
.around Bull Trout Lake on my
cross-countrys
before coming
home to a quiet,' candlelit. dinner
and a game or two of Back~
gammon, either alone or with
somebody. Peace on earth, peapie," peace on eanh,
'
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Editorial Comment:

Chrilfmls Intl the sense hf Insol1i1y

Capitalism! Commericialisml I
Of course, 'outwardly, there's
can hear the cries of protest now,
not much humor in, .say, the
and I agree--Christmas
can be a
parking situation downtown these
money-lender's trap. (can also
days. Bun can't help seeing the
hear those sighs of, oh brother,
satire in the World War I-style
another goody-two-shoes,
heart
'dogfights for parking spaces bewarming Christmas article.
Believe me this piece of prose is
neither: it speaks solely of survival
during the busiest
and most
frustrating
season.'
It speaks
about Christmas and a sense of
insanity.
"
I mean, when you think about it,
Christmas is really a bizarre time
of year. Like a full moon, it seems
to affect everyone a little differently. Last night, I went to Grand .
Central with a friend, who just
wanted to pick up a bag of cotton
balls. We both came home, three
hours later, with twenty dollars of
tween all those Impalas and
f-couldn't-tell-you-what,
including'
Pintos. Or, consider all of those
a handy little item that attaches to
well-meaning Yuletide gestures
your refrigerator door and shrieks,
"ARE YOU EATING AGAIN?"
that gush forth like annual eggnog.
Every. Christmastime.
my
whenever you open it.

~c

,~"'"'

PHONE 344~80~0

BUY, SELL ondlTRADE=
Mew and ,Used Rlilcords and Tapes

We Guarantee What 'We Sell
'Highest Prices Paid For
Your Records & Tapes

grandmother decides it's her duty
to try to bake Scottish Shortbreads. Every year, they bomb. If
a batch ever turned out edible, a
family tradition would be shattered.
Also, what about those

oking fThe
momeographed
Christmas 'form
letters that read like a cross
between a Christmas card and a
UPI release? Just picturing dear,
second-cousin Marilyn up at midnight type-type-typing
up that
tack-tack-tacky
info sheet
is
enough to make me wonder if I'm
starring in an Absurdist play!
Admittedly, my nerves are jarred when it comes to the 33rd
re-run of "Rudolf, the Red-Nosed
Reindeer,"
or those last few
seconds before the cashier presses
the TOTAL button.
But anyone
can live with all the running'
around, sentimentality and gener-,
al hassle of Christmas, and still
get some enjoyment from it all. '
An you need is a sense ofinsanity
and an Arbiter ad exec who can
'play "Jingle Bells" on the office
phone com lines. BRAD· WOULD
YOU PLEASE CUT THAT OUTI
I'M WARNING YOU· BRAD·',
FOR THE LAST...

=====:=;:~~~
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The SUPD is plfPQsedJ to
announce' the If<ti:ulfnof
SundOJ,Y films in th~
Spf~ngsemester, of 1179
~ilm days were switched to
Wednesday this semester in order to
provide a mid ..weel<
entertainment feature.

But, due to popular demand

by Cecelia Kelly
There is something about sitting
in a college dormitory, knowing
endless term papers and exams
are directly ahead, that prevents
even the most nostalgic of us from'
really catching the holiday spirit.
The vast tide of unfinished assignments and painful but necessary
details wear us down until we
hardly have time for Christmas in
its real sense, or those far from
home, as I am, the problem is even
further complicated by the network of arrangements which-must
bemade before leaving. Planes,
trains and rides must be carefully
timed in order to fit the exam
schedule and still get you home
before the 25th. Then, when 'we
.finally do get home, and, our
families greet us excitedly as we
come staggering in we are apt to
bypass their enthusiasm in favor,
of a good meal, a hot bath, and a
. warm bed. Often, when we wake
, up the day after Christmas, we are
faced with three weeks of spare '
time and the feeling that somehow

the magic of Christmas has passed
us by. As any little kid can tell us,
the joy of the holiday is contained
in the anticipation. Too often, we
cut off these feelings within ourselves. .
There are alternatives to ingnoring Christmas or giving up on it
because we don't feel that we have
time for it. If nothing else, we are
entirely free to choose our attitudes. It is an easy thing to be
boxed into the finals week "mad
rush mentality," but it is avoidable. In truth, I'd say that most of
,us spend more time procrastinating and worrying about finals than
studying for them. Rather than
waste all this time working ourselves into a bad attitude, why
don't we spend a little of it,
noticing the signs and symbols of
the holiday? '
'
Maybe, perhaps a walk downtOWIl' for some seasonal
window
shopping would help kindle a little'
CONTINUED
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for all your Christmas needs. You'll
find we have a large selection of Jr.
Tops and Pants,. newly arrived
fashion jeans, ladies pantsuits and
beautiful loungewear.
Also, we have lots of warm,
snuggly robes from $11.88 to
$26.88, just what you'll need for
winter! And if you want a gown,
we've got a large variety to choose
from, starting at $5.99.

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year
from

Audrey'S
~

~~

E

k*'~UJ.W/

5'120 franklin

Open' Mon - Fri 9:30 - 9:00
Open Sun from 1-6
OPEN CHRISTMAS EVE.
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together. The tiny tree we had put
up blinked crookedly at us, and the
rain outside didn't really make it a
Whit.e Christmas, but by sharing
our tnne, we knew that the holiday
was a little nearer and a little more
real.
Whether or not you arc religious,
,try taking time to remember the
giving nature of the season.
Originally, Christmas was a time
for giving whatever is most precious and most important; whatever
brings the most joy into our lives.
Most of us would agree that time,
imagination, money and love arc
the richest things we have to give.
The original Christmas Gift was a
gift of hope.

10

holliday enthusiasm.' Try not to
join in the lavish frenzy of spending and coveting. that too often
marks the season:
shopping
sprees are likely to be little more
than depressing. Instead, do more
looking; really see the people and
things around you. (If you must
spend some money, carry a little
change and drop it into a charity
pot. A smile from a half-frozen
bell-ringer and the knowledge that
you are helping someone else can
do wonders for your Christmas
spirit). Take note of others aound
you and imagine what preparations they are making for the
season. Use your imagination, and

by Bob Goar
"This year they put up Christmas
decorations even before Thanksgiving Day, and this really did
upset me. As my son recently said,
'Mom, they should have Indians
and turkeys up now, and not
Christmas trees!' This is really
confusing to children l"
Mrs. Karen Fenton, a member of
the Communications Department
at Boise State University, also
said, "I saw a Santa Claus in a.
stained glass window and that
really said it all. I feel verystrongly about Christmas as a
strong religious holiday and I think
it should be kept like that. I think
we have lost the feeling of wanting
to, give and it is replaced with the
feeling of having to give, and I
resentthis. I think we should give
spontaneously but also think about
the gift we are giving."
Cathy Nordal, 30, a Communications major, also expressed her
thoughts about commercialism at
Christmas time: "I think commercialism at Christmas has become
obvious. Instead. of celebrating the
birth of Chirst, selling things
becomes more important. And yet,
it often times retains a lot of the

not be so much gift givmg. If I
hadn't been asked to write about
commercialism then I wouldn't
have given the subject much
thought. I wouldn't have realized
just how others feel.
But some of the other students at
Boise State University expressed
different thoughts from mine on
the Christmas trade. Teresa Luette, 18, said that "there is a kind of

flavor, in spite of the commercialism. of what Christmas can and
should be, and the giving luckily is
extended to the poor and needy,
and the next door neighbor." She
really summed it up by saying that
commercialism
affects you to
the extent you allow it to, and if all
you see at Christmas time is giving
and getting presents, then that is
all it will lead to.

;.".';;''':-.1',-, ..

Shoppers

oxamlne

'!ya

al

getting away from what Christmas
is supposed to mean. I would like

Though this may seem an unusual
comment, I think commercialism
is important. For me, if there were
no commercialism, there would

CONTINUED
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tavern/ coffeehouse
you will find yourself becoming an
active part "of the scene arou~d
you.
Dorm residents could spread the'
Christmas spirit by putting up a
few simple decorations. Get a few
other people in on the project.
Soon you will find that your living
area is beginning to look a lot more
like home, and that the holiday
feeling may be as simple as a
dollar's worth of tinsel and a little
community effort. If you can
borrow a kitchen for awhile, bake
some gingerbread or other traditional food for sharing. One of the
warmest Christmas memories I
have is of one particularly hectic
finals week when several of us
abandoned an "all-nighter"
at
about 3:00 am and sana carols

I think a lot of disillusionment
could be avoided by accepting
Christmas for what it is and not
what is has come to be represented as.' If we rome to the seaSOJ1
. expecting to give more than we
get, we might notice 'the beauty of
the season and the positive qualities of the people around us. None
ot: the above suggestions
for
capturing the season's spirit will
take more than an hour or two of
our time, and even with finals
upon us, each of us can probably
spare that much. Why not allow
ourselves to sharpen our anticipation and regain a little of our
childhood pre-Christmas
pleasure? It maybe as simple, or as
complex, as a little giving of
ourselves.
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to see more the Christmas point of
view rather than the stores advertising and the gift giving. I feel
Christmas is a special time and
you should remember Christ was
born that day. And there are just
so' many people looking at Christmas as' what am I going to get this
year as a gift.' "
Silvia Horkley, 27, said "I definitely believe Christmas has become too commercialized. It seems
that the merchants start dragging
out plastic decorations and preChristmas sales signs even before
Halloween. One hardly ever hears
any reference at all to Christ in
Christmas.
It seems that the
holiday has almost completely
been turned over to Santa Claus
and Sears Roebuck."

Kay Doty, another student at
Boise State University said that
"gifts should be personal and I
don't think the current commercial
approach takes that into consideration. I do buy things for my
family. and friends, but the gists I
enjoy most for giving and receiving are ones I make. And almost
without fail, these are the gifts
that are 'received. with the most
pleasure."
.
One could go on and un and
express the feelings of others. But
all of us, in one way or another
probably have opinions about
whether commercialism is necessary. Christmas may be just the
right time of year to get off the
buying-go-round and really show
others we do care.
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Christmas Without Bankrupt~
by Marianne Flagg
'Tis the season to penny-pinch
and panic. Christmas, under normal conditions, provides people
with a chance to relax and a reason
to smile. Unfortupately, students
cannot always partake in the joys
of Yuletide. Everyone knows that
students subsist on peanut butter
crackers and stale beer. It's one
thing to make a list of people to
give presents to; the hard part is
deciding who to ax from the list
once you realize that you can't
afford all those gifts for all those
people.
.
How can you afford gifts for all
the special people in your life? Use
your imagination. As students, all
of us are told to utilize the gray
matter between our ears that all
too' often lies dormant. Christmas
is the perfect time to conjure up
unique gifts ideas and save money.
All of us have at least one area in
which we excel. Apply the talents
you possess to show your friends
and family what you feel for them.
Vlhether you bake, cook, draw,
paint, sculpt, write, or sing, it's
possible to find a way to afford
creating or buying gifts.
Those of' you who lire culinary
wizards may find it worth your
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while to make cookies or other
sweets. The cost of sugar and
other ingredients may seem prohibitive, but when you buy and
bake in bulk, you can save in the
long-run. Baking cookies for lots of
people is easier on the wallet than
buying records or articles of
clothing. If cookies don't excite
you bourbon or rum balls might.
Again, people may gripe about the
cost of liquor, but most recipes
don't require more than one
bottle. The bourbon (or rum) balls

drawings, or small acrylic paintings also make wonderful, personalgifts, If you'd like, you-could
use the drawing or painting for the
front of a homemade card,
Needlework is another skill which
can be put to good use at
Christmas time. Ask a good friend
if you can borrow a shirt. (If you're
not the same size, make up a quick
feeble excuse.)
Embroider the
shirt with a design, slogan, or
picture which will hav~ so~e
significance to your relationship.
If you sing and play piano or
guitar, you might write a song for
"that special someone."
Don't
scoff at the idea.ilf there's ever a
time when mushy sentimentality is
socially acceptable, it's Chistmas
time. Make sure, however, that
the object of your affections has a
good sence of humor; some people
don't like the idea of being
serenaded outside their bedroom
window at three o'clock in the
morning.
The writers among you might like
to compose a poem or short story.
If you don't feel creative enough
. for that, get your favorite bookworm a paperback book. Paperbacks range in price· anywhere
between $.95 to 52.50. Considering the' hours of enjoyment which
books provide, they're very econ-.

do disappear rather quickly, but
your recipients will be grateful.
After a handful of those,! guarantee they will feel no pain.
Whatever baked good you decide
to make, give the package an
attractive look and a warmnote.
CARE packages of this nature are
_
.
always welcomed with open arms. .omical.
'Chistmas should be a
of
Those students with an artistic
giving, but the- giving is made
bent might consider giving small
more special by the personal touch
drawings or paintings as gifts. If
which homemade
gifts afford.'
you already own art supplies, the
Everyone' does Something well.
most you would have to buy is the
Make usc of your special gifts in a
paper. WaterColor paintings are
way· which will at once please the
especially
popular;
watercolor
recipients of the gift and show you
paints and paper are much-cheapoff to your best advantage. Have
er than many other art supplies.
fun creating and Merry Christ~as I
Pen and ink drawings, charcoal

time
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Here comes the Bear with the first lido it
yourself" pizza around! Now you can
design your own pizza by using anyone
or (if you feel adventuroLJs) all 19
deliciously different toppings. Or, if you're
stuck on one of our "All Time Favorites,"
they're sfill here. So, come on into the
Grizzly Bear and DO iryourself!
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PIZZA PARLORS
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ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEM(
:EMENTS ANOUNCEMENTSANNOUNCEMENTSANNO
Tryouts for Boise Music Week productions of "Tile Pajama Game" will take
place In the Boise High School Music
Room from 7:30 until 9:30 pm on
January 2, 3, 4, and 5 with call-backs on
January 6th. According to coordinator
Dorothy Mousatls, there Is a cast of ten
men and six women, ages 20's to 30's,
and a mixed chorus of twenty-four or
more. AudltlonenJ may bring their own
aocompanlst or there will be a pianist
present.

Registration begins December 16 fer
the winter session ef arts and crafts
classes, to begin January 15, sponsored
by the Boise City Recreation Department Classes for adults to be offered
Include weaVing, basketry, ceramics,
painting, drawing and matting and
framing. Chlldroo's classes will also be
available.
For further Information, call 364-4126.

Do you know of families who need help
for Christmas? Food? Clothing? Toys?
Are you (personally or as a part of
group) planning to asslet any family for
Christmas? Ada County Emergency
Welfare - 384-8926,
serves as the
"nub" for various Christmas programs, keeping a cross-fIIe for all
donors and recipients. This Is to avoid
duplication and assure that all those In
need are cared for.
House cane to prospective roclplor.ts
will terminate December 15. Therefore,
It 15 urgent that Information roach Ada
County Emergency Welfare tmmedIately.

The Boise Gallery ef Art will be
sponsoring the 1st Biennial jurled
exhibition for Idahe artists, scheduled
January 27 through February 25, 1979.
The exhtbltlon, an extension of the
historical major statewide comPetition _
. "The Idaho Annual," was changed to a
Dlennlal In hopes ot fostering a higher
level ef professionaliSM In the exhibit.
Open to all current resident artlste of
Idaho, the exhibit will Include original
paintings, SCUlpture, prints, drawings,
ana pllOtography executed within the
last two years. The Juror will be Rudy
Turk, Director of the UnlvOl1llty collection of Arlzona State Onlverslty, Tempe, Arlrona.

"LOVEY: A CIRCLE OF CHILDREN,
PART II," has been scheduled by CBS
on Wednesday, December 13. This 15 a
sequel to the popular "Circle. of
Children" special, telecast by CBS In
March of 19n, which told the story of
Mary MacCracken, a votunteer-tumedteacher of emotionally disturbed young-

There will be a minimum of $500 cash
awards. Entry fees are $5.00 per entry
with a maximum of two entries per
artist allOWed. Entry forms and foo
must be received by the Gallery no later
than January 5, 1979, with entries
arriving no later than January t2.
Entries received after that date will be
·returned unopened.
.
Entry forms and' further Information
can be obtained from the Boise Gallery
of Art (345-8330) In Julia Davis Park.

sters.
In this sequel telecast, Mary, played In
Parts I and II by actress Jane Alexander. with a new and moot difficult
student Hannah, whom Mary nicknames "LDvey:'
James L. Adams,
President of the Mental Health Assoclatlon of Idaho noted that "programs
like this are an excellent source of
public .educatlen en mental health
topics, as well as outstanding dramatic
performances. "LOVEY: A CIRClE OF
CHILDREN, PART II," will be soon at
6:00 pm on CBS Television. Wednesday, December 13.

Throo poets presently living In tho
Boise area will be featured In a Joint
poetry readlnq for Wednesday, Docombar 13, at 6 prn, for the reqular :
Wednesday Night Program. -.
Reading their o';";n work will be: AI81)
Mlnskoff, wno was .edllor of Idaho
Horllage Magazlne and who Is presently creatfnq a "ew regional magazine,
Northwest Amorlca; Glno Clays-Sky,
senior writer of Nerthwest Amorlcn and
poetry Instructor in the Boise Public
School District; and Bonnie Cochrane
Hirsch, winner of numerous poetry
contests and student
of poet William
Stafford. The free poetry reading Is
made possible through funding from
the Boise Gallery of Art, and the Idaho
Commission of the Arts.

Boise State University ceramics students and Instructors have schaduled
the annual Festival of Ceramics show
and sale for Doc. 16 - 18.
The exhibit will be open from 10 am to
4:30 pm each day In the UnlvenJlty
Gallery at the BSU Liberal Arts
Building. Funds raised each year are
used to cover expenses of Inviting a
nationally rocoglnlzed artist to BSU to
lecture and conduct demonstrations at
the beginning of second semester.

ParkIng spaces for those attending will
be available both Saturday and Sunday
In front of the BSU Administration
Building; however, on Monday, only
limited visitor parking la available
there, and those attending may use the
stadium parking lot.

A senior tuba recital will be presented
Thursday, Doc. 14, by Boise State
University music education major Phil
Rundquist at 4:30 pm In the BSU Music
Auditorium. The public Is lnvlted to
attend the recital without charge.

Your Molenaar Representatives
on Campus
Diamond

Jewelry

Watches
14K and Goldfilled Jewelry

All aliens In tha United States, except a
few diplomats and accredited members
of certain International organizations
must report their addrasses to the
Government each January.
The card for this purpose Is available at
any post offfce or office of the United
State Immigration and Naturalization
Service. After filling It out, place a
postage stamp on the reverse of this
card and drop the card In any mailbox.
Parents or guardians are required to
submit reports for allan children under
14 year of age.
If you or any members of your family
are not citizens of the United States,
you should tell your parents of those
requlrements. If you have relatives or
friends who are not citizens, you will do .
both them and the Government a groat
service by telling them of the requirements. Remember, the time for reportIng Is during .the month of Januaryl

Gerber Knives

Much More

rtl~lck
1207

.

Wilson

Jewelers

BROADWAY

2 blocks South of Bronco Stadium

STAATS FRIDAY
AFTER

The Boise Annual Christmas Concert
will be at 6 pm, Doc 16, and at 3 pm,
Doc 16, at St. John's Cathedral. The
Philharmonic Orchestra will be Joined
by the Boise Master Chorale In the
complete MC3slllh by Handel. Nonsubscription tickets are avallatlle at the
Philharmonic office, 1020 W. Franklin,
or call 344-7649. Prices range from $3 to
$5.

NIGHT
DELIGHT

Ittakes someone very special to help.you forget
someone very special.

ALL $EATS
$1.50

The Flolse State University Orchestra.
will feature Bach's "Brandenburg Concerto" In a concert' scheduled Wednesday. Doc. 13 at 8:15 pm In the BSU
Music Auditorium. Malvin L. Shelton
will also conduct thO orchestra In
Tsehalkowsky's "Nutcracker
Sulle,"
and ; 'Christmas. Festival" by LeRoy
Anderson.
Admission Is $2 for adults and $1 for
students. BstJ students, faculty, staff,
and senior cltlzlensare admitted froo.
Proceeds from the concert go to the
B!;U music scholarship fund.
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FINAL WEEK

NEW STORE GRAND

OPENING:

IEver9re~n Plaza
3805 N. Cole Road
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aU regulcrly priced merchandise in th stores
M(1dtny· Other Grand. Opening· Specials

..w:K NICHOLSON
1M

WeekdaYII at 7:00 & 9:15
Mat Sat &
At 2::!Q,
~:45. 7:00 & 9:15

THE FASHION CENTER

Sun

FOR YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN
Open

9:30 am to 9 pm Mon-fti
9:30am to 6 pm Sat
Downtown Store Only
Open. Sundays

Thfl1JChristmas

D

J

LE5=

Now in 2 locations

·a07 West Idaho
•EvergreenPlozQ
3805 MOl Cole Road
T/wUniversity
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Ing program. BYU is an extremely
Utah State University ThUrsday
rowed the Wildcat lead 42-38 In
strong team who won their region
night and Brigham Young Univerthe second half, they suffered a6
last year. According to Thorngren
sity Friday night. According to
minute lapse without a field goal
it should be a close defensive
Coach Thorngren, BSU has never
while Miller and company got hot,
Weber; although we weren't too
match, but offensively BYU will
lost to Utah State, but It should be
gained momentum and ran away
bad defensively, we had 45 tUIlJhave the edge because of their
a close contest this year becauseof
with the game.
overs in the game and that's far
height
rebounding ability.
Utah's new coach and fine recruitIn Saturday night's contest, Boise
too many." She was proud of the
State lost two players, Dana Jones
fact that the Broncos outrebound- . and Nancy Phillips, as a result of
ed
the
Wildcats
20-15.
ankle injuries. HopefullY, Phillips
Both Nancy Phillips and Ruth. will be back In action' for next
Fugleberg, two strong BSU playweekend's games against Brigers, fouled out In Friday night's
ham Young University and Utah
play..
.
game and that "hurt us In the
Following an extensive road trip
State University, but whether
. The Broncos hope to get on the
second half," according to Coach Jones will
with one home game sandwiched
recover by then Is
Thorngren.
"We made some doubtful, according to Coach in the middle, the Boise State winning track during the upcoming home series, after a rough,
pretty bad passes, ' , Thorngren
Broncos return home for nearly a
Thorngren.
non-conference
road schedule.
said. "We haven't played against
month
of
both
no~league
and
Karla Meier again led the
The Broncos are 0-7 follOWing an
that kind of pressure before.. We
league basketball competition.
Broncos, netting 14 points and
84-75 loss to Utah State In Logan,
didn't move away from the presAugsberg College of Minnesota
pulling down 14 rebounds. Jane
saturday, Dec. 9.
The game
sure, we moved right Into it."
Initiates a three game series on
Quimby led Utah with 15 points
marked the return of Freddie
BSU's Karla Meier did a fine job
Thursday, Dec. 14, followed by a
and Holly Waldam added a dozen.
Williarnsto the lineup. The senior
but got into foul trouble which hurt
Saturday, Dec. 16 game with the
.Utah edged out BSU at the half,
guard responded with 11 points in
the Bronco's offense.
Meier
College of Great Falls, and a
24-23, but the Broncos grabbed a
finished the game with 20 points
Monday, Dec. 18 game against .. his first 9arlW of the season.
29-28 lead with 15 minutes to play.
Senior center sean McKenna
and 11 rebounds.
Northern Colorado.
Following
The Utes regained momentum
leads the team in scoring with a
After the Bronco women narChristmas, the Broncos host their
and won it with a slim 4 point lead.
13.9 average. Junior forward John
Coach Thorngren was pleased . Holiday Tournament, bringing in
Anderson
is the leading rebounder
Midwestern
State
of
Texas,
Cal
with BSU's performance Saturday
Poly, San Luis Obispo and L.A. . with 7.1 boards a game, through
night and said, "We played a
seven games.
Mike Mundee,
State. The Midwestern-Cal Poly,
much better game; we were
John Anderson and earl Powell
SLO game is at 7 prn, Dec. 2R The
defensively good and our. fast
are all averaging between 8 and 10
Broncos host L.A. State at 9 pm
break was much better than it has
points a game.
McKenna Is
that
night.
Losers
play
the
been in the past."
currently the BIQ Sky's best field
following day at 7 pm while the
Thorngren commented on "a
goal Shooter, hitting on 62.1% of
winners play at 9 pm on Friday,
good job off the bench" by 5'8"
Dec. 29. League play begins on . his shots.
freshman from Twin Falls, Patty
Although the Broncos are winJan. 5 when Northern Arizona is in
Kasel, who has seen very little
less,they haveoutrebQunded their
BoiSe".Weber State comes to town
action so far· this season.
.
The Bronco women go. on the . the next night before the Broncos opponents 36.4 to 35.1.
road to Utah this weekend to face go back on the road in conference

Women's Basketball
by K. Ubucha
The BSUwomen fell hard to
Weber State Friday night, 83-63,
and missed again Saturday night
against University of Utah, 56-52,
In this past weekend's tlNlHlay
invitational at the Boise State
gymnasium.
. In the second game or Friday's
doubleheader, Washington State
rode the 18 point scoring of
Theresa Elliott to a 65-57 victory
over Utah. saturday night WashIngton State out-shot Weber State
77-74 despite a 24-point performance by three-time Intermountain Confererice Most Valuable
Player, Kathy Miller, who dumped
30 points on the Bronco women
Friday night.
.Against Weber, Coach Connie
TIiorngren commented, "I didn't
feel that we played well against

and

.Cagers Remain In Boise

i,Bah ,H~mbug Christmas. Party
to ·celebrate .

The .Coming of
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Wednesday, December 13

8:00 pmto Closing
$1 .50 pitchers

an

Engagement

Ring.
You've put it off long
encugh.
You know you
wantto be with her forever
. and what better time than
Christmas to get engaged.
Give her a Love Story
. Diamond Ring. She'll love
you for it.

Diamond Rings
F AMOUSFOR

I
I

A.

Single brilliant diamond In
regal bridal set
$250.00 VALIJE $199.00

B.

Romantic wedding set with
2 diamonds
$395.00 VALUE $299.00

C.

Unusual styling boasts 5
shining diamonds
$595.00 VALUE $499.00

CASEY'S BEER DEPOT

-----."

,

"1

610 VISTA AVE BOISE
, •••••

1' •• ,

~1.!t.................

NOW AVAILABLE

EASY CREDIT TERMS

e

STUDENT ACCOUNTS '
WELCOME
.
No Co-Signer Needed

o

DIAMOND

I

1

e
G

VALVES

111 ••••

""""'---=--__ - ......
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IN BOISE

BACKGROUND MUSIC SYSTEMS
DISCO SYSTEMS
INTERCOM SYSTEMS·
OUTDOOR PA SYSTEMS

RENTALS & LEASING AVAILABLE

(aU Jeweler$

Disco Systems W/Lites as low as

I

DOWNTOWN BOISE' WF.sTGATE MALL
VISTA VQ..LAGF. • KARCHER MALL

•

$159.95

mo.

2lI No. 8th & OV2lIand
Park.Shopping Center

.

Serving the Northwest in 5 States

~
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Boise State Ski Team Reorganizes
BSU's Ski Oub/Teamis
being
organization plans are discussed.
include demonstrations by BSU's
reorganized after being dropped
Forthcoming activities include
Ski Team, a race pitting the Bogus
from the Boise State. athletic
ski trips to prime resorts and
Basin Instructors against the Boise
budget four years ago.
The
attending the National Collegiate
State team, an obstacle race and
clubltoom will be aselt-supportSki Association's Ski Week in
other various races and events.
ing organization which will raise
Jackson Hole, Wyoming, January "Area skiers are encouraged" to
money by enlisting area busi2nd through 7th. The BSU Ski
compete for prizes and enter the
nesses as sponsors and holding
C1ub/Team Is currently planning
fund raising even1s. Sawtooth
major tours at reduced rates to
tv10untalneerlng and Team 2 are
prime resorts during the first week
currently sponsoring the SkI C1ubl
in January. The NCSA-sponsored
Team. \Nhlle Bogus Basin and
Ski Week is expected to attract
other Idaho area ski resorts are
over two thousand college stubeing sought as boosters for. the . dents from all over the United
States, to the largest ski carnival
club/team.
After a weekend of home
The organization now has an
ever to be held in the Rockies.
approximate membership of fifty .
Those attending the carnival . basketball games that brought the
Bronco women's season to 0-3,
students and is expecting an
will spend five nights in the town
two pre-Chrlstrl1as road games In
expansionof up to 100 participants
of Jackson Hole, and will ski at
Northern Utah are next on the
in the near future.
Any BSU Teton Village. Nordic options for
schedule.
student Is eligible for membercross-country skiers will be availThursday, Dec. 14, BSU will
ship, upon paying a $5 memberable and a ski camp will be
ship fee. OrganizatiOnal meetings
conducted for members of the
are held every Monday night at 6
team.
pm in the Nez Perce room, SUB.
On January 20th, the third
During the meetings, business
Saturday of January, the BSU Ski
matters are conducted, ski films
Club/Team will hold its first
are watched, guest speakers
annual Snow Celebration at Bogus
address ski Issues and future
Basin. The celebration day will

raffle for other prizes.
The BSU Ski Team will be a
member of the Northwest Collegiate Ski Association, a newly
formed ski association, which developedas an outgrowth of the
NCAA's downgrading of Its ski

programs. Boise State will participate In the Southern Region of
the league, In downhill and slalom
racing. The climax of the season
will be the 'champlonsbtps at Mt.
Hood Meadows, oregon.

Women's Basketball Team
On The Road In Utah
meet Utah State at 7:30 In Logan,
Ut. The Broncos will face Brigham
Young University on Friday, Dec.
15 in Provo at 5 pm. Coach Connie
Thorngren expects both games to
be very tough. "We've beaten
Utah State but it's never beeneasy

and the games are always close.
They've had a big recruiting year
and they're emphasizing a pres.sure defense more," Thorngren
said. Boise State took an 83-a2
gannefrom Utah State last season.

European

Motots Jne,
Soecializing in
-VW, Porsche,
Audi,
Repairs
& Sales

SKI
TOUI\IMG

CEMlER
In Overland Pork
Complete

Solos' Servlco • R.entals

~wQ' re

Featuring:

the !Experts'

I\osslgnol trak 6 LoVlttt Skis
. Horrona 6Haugon Doots
5018 PAlAVlI!W AV.
OOUIE, IDAHO 03704
• SCHOOLS
• BUSINESS. • CLUeS

Rudy Quallio
Qwner-Mgr .

pius excel, swlx, rotleFeUa, troll, Kerma,
. ex-elite & Jack Rabbit nccesscnes

...
• TEAMS

. up to 15% Pr.·S.olOn Package discount
10.9 Mon· Sot 11-5 sun . 376-4484

r-· ~,

10% discount for BS,Ustudents wIth activity card

'·""

!;i",

I·
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:Appearing Tuesday ibm Sunday,
Deco 12 to 17tho
50's Rock'n'RoU from Elvis to Little Richard
Special Champagne Patty Sunday
121

CLUB

,

I I

1·3632 Chinden Blvd.
•

33.6..9613
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a Study Break At
[Cosey's Beer Depot
"610Vista Ave.

§

~

Ii $1 .50 Pi'tchers

5

I

5-7 pm

I

7 days a week

i
5

~
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At lSHIRTs+ your
choice of shirts and
put-ons goes on and on!
SHOP NOWI
'Nfl/re Open
Sunday 12-6 Men-Sat 'f 0-9
Linda Vista Plaza 6465 Fairview

I·M BASKETBALL
FINAL STANDINGS:

RUDY KADLUB LEAVES BSU
DECEMBER 11, 1978, BOISE
Rudy Kadlub, graduate assIstant In
charge of the offensive line at Boise
State for the past IWO seasons, has
decldad 10 pursue a career In the
business field, effocilve Immediately.
Kadlub, 29, joins a fealty IIrm In
Boise on a full-time basis. "I can't
think of a better placo to live than
Boise•.and feel that my best opportunIty Is In the business lIeld," Kadlub
said. "RealIstically, I'm probably 7 to
10 years eway frc:n being a head coach
and I feel that In Ihe business lIeld I will
have opportunities to be successful
more quickly."
Although he said he had opportunities with UCLA and Ihe Dallas Cowboys, he chose to stay In Boise. "Rudy
has boon a tremendous asset to our
program and will be missed," Head
Coach JIm Criner said. "Bur we're
excltad about having him In the area
where he can continue to be a loyal
Bronco booster. I'll probably assume
offensIve line coaching duties toreplaco
Rudy."
With the Broncos, Kadlub ooachad
seven all-<:onference linemen. Three of
those seven were named Ali-Americans
as well.

LEAGUE A
Sheiks
Sigma Phi Epsilon II
K. Marlins
Zig zags
Northern Utes
Mean Machine

A recreation program, sponsored by
Ihe Boise Public Schools and the Boise
'City Recreation Department, Is being
held On Saturdays In the gyms of the
following elementary" j Jnlor high and
high schools: Adams, C.ampus, Cole,
Collister, Hawthorne, Koelsch, Madison, Maple Grove, McKinley, Taft,
Vallivue and Whllney
elementary
schools; Falrmanl, Hillside, South and .
North junior hIgh schools; BoIse, Borah
and Capital high schools.
The program runs from 9:00 am to
12:00 noon on the following dates:
December 9 and 16; January 6,13, 20
and 27; February 3, 10 and 17. The
program will be closod on December 23
and 30.
For rnore)nforrnatlon,
call

The ski bus for Bogus Basin leaves on
Saturdays at 8:00 am and returns at
4:30, pm at the follOWing placos:
Fairmont Junior High, Hillcrest Shopping Center and the Skiers Parking Lot.
Aloo, a bus leaves at 12:00 noon from
the SkIers Parking Lot.· No bus leaves
froln South Junior High.
Round trip
bus fare: $3.00.

i_I_

Banquet
Facilities
Available
tor Your
Christmas

NOW
PLAYING

STI\AIGHT
.
CHA.SER

DINNER
SERVED

5:00

TO

9:00

j,

. ;i

Aba<;us
Anthropology Club
Beta Sigma Lambda Eta
Chaffee Hall
Christian Growth Ministries
Conservation Information Group
Dama Soghop
Driscoll !-tall
Eckankar Int. Student Society
Fencing Club
Geophysical Society
Idaho Nursing Students
KBSU
Kappa Sigma
LOS Student Association
Morrison Hall.
MECHA
Namgyal Group
Omicron Delta Epsilon
Photo Bureau
Physical Education Majors and MInors
PI Kappa Dolto .
Pre med Club
Sho1okan Karmo Club
SIgma Gamma Epsilon
Sigma Tau Alpha
SIgn Languago Club
Skydivers
Sociology Club
SNEA
.
Student Social Workers
Students ·and Parents for Child Cera
SIMS
Towers .
The Way Ministry

Party

IJ

jf .'}~,,",,,.,:-

LIVE MUSIC
Tuesday
Thru
Saturday

. 01'

:~f1t~

r":~W

COMPLIMENTARY DRINI{
r-:....--
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Reg. $24.50
With coUpl 1
Offer expires Dec. 23
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x-COuntry Ski· Shoes resoled and repaired
343-3474.
I
I
.
I
....- - - coUj:lOn
-- -- - coupon- ':"""
-- coupon- - - - coupon- - - ~

16-The

Dec 20 8:00 pm
SUB Balroom
Admission: Students $.50, Non Students $1.00

4-{)

3-1
1-3
1-3
1-3
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2-2
2-2
1-3
Q-4

5-0 .

4-1
3-2
2-3
1-4
0-5

LEAGUE F
.Mongrels
AFC
Stink
Savages
Geology-Goophysles

4-{)

3-1
2-2
1-3
Q-4

PLAYOFF RESULTS:
MONDAY, DEC. 4
Barbour's 59, Mongrels 49
Scrups 42, Cagers 47
TUESDAY, DEC. 5
llhelks 49, Barbour's 48
Cagers 54, stanlcne 34'
THURSDAY, DEC 7
Championship
Casey's C8gers51, Sheiks 42

CAPTAIN HORATIO
HORNBlOWE~

Starring:

Gregory Peck

James Robertson
Vlrglna Mayo
Wednesday, Dec. 13, 8:00 pm
SlJB Ballroom
A Swashbuckling Experience
1-----,---

ATTENTION OUTDOOR,BUFFS
Outdoor Activities: Cross-country
Skiing at cascade Reservoir
Good trip for beginners
and those needing instructlqn

I

Gall

3 85-1455

for more Info

The GREAT RIE-MAKESFESTIVAl.
The Original Versions
of "New"Films
.

<I. Good-Bye Mr. Chips

~::l

.E~

8.

"The Bicy~leThief'

c

." I

.,.,~';l

c

-

f

$ 2 Discount on Hiking Doots
Vibram Soles and Heel,s,

I

I

§

~
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2·2
1-3
1-3
1-3

LEAGUE E
Stallions
The Boys
Good Timers
A-l Nads
Warriors
X-Raldorn

I-MNEWS

\A/cu~dtt"~ fcUcwfr.e Gtudvn1organ(LiiUona please pick up tha
mnll In thalr mnll be~03 In Iho Studenl AcllvlllllS Office In tho •
SUB, Room 204, before tho Chrls!mlls. Holldey3:

4-{)

'LFAGUE 0
Barbour's Qulnto1
TKE
Raven
A-3 B.R.&T.
8 O'Clock News

Casey's Cager& used a balanced
scoring attack to down the Sheiks 51-42
and claim the Intramural Basketball
Championship.
Scott Sisson led the
Cagers with 14 points, follOWed closely
by Casey Zollinger with 12 polnts, Dean
Warr with 9 points and John Sheldon
with 8 polnts. The remaining members
of the C1illlTlplon Cagers are Bob
BaIley (4 points), Hal Baird (2 points), .
and Jake Schooley (2 points).
The
Sheiks received a strong effort from
Ron Nuxoll, who led all scorers with 18
points, but tt was not enough to offset .
the balanced tearn effort of Casey's.
Cagers.
.
Intramural compatltlon has ended for
tho fall semoster, but will resume when
school starts again In January.
The
program wltl start again with men's
basketball, women's basketball, coed
volleyball, and a one-on-one basketball
tournament.
Watch for further details In the first
spring edilion of the Arbller.

. ATTENTION ALL STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

3-"2
1-4
1-4
1-4

LEAGUE C
Casey's. Cagers
Rockats
Poperfors
Kappa Sigma
Utile Feat

INTRAMURAL REPORT

SKI BUS SCHEDULE

4-1

LEAGUE B
Amazing serup Squad
Decoys
Juanalayas
Utility Unemen
SlglJ111Phi E~lIon I

SATURDAY MORNING
RECREATION PROGRAM

384-4256.

The IInal volleyball games were
played DaCember 6th.
The men's.
champions of wlleyball· Is the Print
Shop -team members. Ken Sam, Toots .
Kaahanul, Steve Miller, Dean Scultz,
Steve Jensan and Santos Salinas.
Although plagued by bad serves, the
Print Sh:Jphammerad several spikes at .
tho BSU Jlteam to IInally win the
championship. The women's .champIons are tho Crazy Creepers.
The .
victorious women Include Patti Crapps,
Carol Lattlmor, Kathy Crandell, Donna
Prlco with help from Twyla Bulcher,
Phyllis Dupras, Wanda from Morrison
Hall ..and Pat who just happened to be
there.
.

5-0

Mtn. Home Air Force

B

~E-

DANCE DRINKS LOTS OF FUN
COMING DEC.23RD

• lost· Horizon
'j.A star is Born
.Dec. 15, Friday,

starting at 6:30
SUB Ballroom

Sect'one or aliI
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JlSTREETCAR"
The word was out, Don't miss
•Streetcar,, and the word was
good Sold out days In advance,
the BsU Theatre Department's
productionof TennesseeWilliams'
play, "A streetcer Named Dlslre"
provided professional level entertalnment for Its appreciative audII

lenoes.

.

Jenny Sterling, as Blanche, the
distraught sister fleeing a life
where "the grim reaper made his
headquarters," turned In a supurbly frantic perlOrmanoe which was
sturdily supported by 8arah BarsnessIn the quietly effecUve role
of Stella. And Mike Hoffman. a

convincing Stanley kowlskl, alternately wrung empathy and disgust
from those who saw him as the
beer-drinklng animal so disgus.ting to Blanche and the much
maligned and humanly fallible
man married to Stella. Lonely
. Harold, played by Mark Keenan,
and the collector, played by Dan
Burch, deserve specific mention
among the outstanding perfonnances turned In by all the rnembars of the cast.
Had the performances been cm.y
tess than professional, however,
• thq stage setting, the costumes,
. and the lighting would have stolen
the show. A round of applause
.goes to gat designer, Stephen
BUSS, to costume designer, Nancy
:Frederldk,andtoliglltlngdeslgner,
Frank Heloo;

TO
A 6A~r

AND

smP

'/(JI).

"ft.'!

season. .

1he Registrar's' Office Is now
hiring students 'to work during

it)

1A6 uJl1J.\(JCA
1llUatlN(,- .Me.

dlroetor Roger Bedard for the
precise, lively pace.
For overall quality as well as for
IndlviduaJ quality, thls presentatlon by the. Theatre Department
receives such a high rating as to
push the register off the top of the
page.
_.
With "Streetcar" the theatre
department closesthis semester's
performances. Anyone who has
wltnessecl the outstanding plays
presentedthus far must be looking
forward to next semester's offerIngs; those who have not yet-seen
what the BSU theatre students can
do owe It to themselves to get In
one the goodies coming up next

Help
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Spring Semester Registration.
January 16.
To be eligible,
students must have a current
ACT-FamilY FInancial Statement
on file In career and Financial

..·....·-....
·1:.

I'

* 342-6909 *.

826 MAIN STREET OLD ALEXANDERS
.11.11.
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1111
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918 Broadway,
across from Bronoo-Stadium

Give A Gift To Grow With
Norfolk Island Pines,
Poinsettias,
Azaleas, And, much, much, more....
•

with this ad
or BSU
Identification

10% Discount
on all plants In stock

services .

. If Interested, contact Debbie
Olrlstensen or Teresa Garman In
the Administration
Buildlng~
Room 108 or call 385-3486.

Santa, a diamond pendant tells her
she's been loved all year long!
a. Solitaire cross, $250
b. 7 Diamonds, $325
c. 8 Diamonds, $275
All' available in 14 brat gold.
Elegant gift wrap at no extra charge.

L!j

~~~

. Zales and Friends make wishes come true! .

L··

Student Aooou~t8
Welcome

HILlCREST PlAZA .
SHOPPING CENTER

The
Diamond Store
.
.
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arid Q)sta Rica for its role at this
A last ditch effort by the U.S. to
Juncture In the cRsls. Stili deteravert civil war made some headmined to ease Somoza out "peaceway last week when groups In the
Broad Opposition Front "accepted fully," U.S. officials are reportedly
pressuring Venezuela, and other'
the Idea of an OAS-sponsored
governments sympathetic to the
referendum
on the future of
5andlnlstas to stop sending money ,
Somoza's rule. 5andlnlsta guerrillas say this would amount to OAS' and weapons to the guerrillas. On
Nov. 28 the admlnlatratlon Includintervention In their country. Many
ed Cuba as one of the countries
of the 5andlnlsta troops are now
aiding the Sandlnlstas. State Dept.
training In camps In neighboring
Spokesperson Hedding Carter told
Costa Rica, which Is rapidly bereporters, "We have raised these
coming Involved in the antl-Somoza battle. In the past two months . concerns with Cuba and other
the Costa Rican government has
governments." At the S8ITl9 time,
despite pleas from the Nicaraguan
denounCed more than 40 violations
opposition, the administration has
of its territory
by Nicaraguan
refused to put pressure on Israel,
lili:itlonal Guard plans and troops
now Nicaragua's main arms suplooking for guerrillas.
Now the
plier, to stop sending somoza new
Costa Ricans say they will use
equipment.
An administration
anit-aircraft guns and ground-to-

A~:~(!ijld
~44·5209

BOise. Idaho

MWF lOam-6pm
IIIIII!IIIl

~&lI3

~

,

Nicam5ua:50uernrnenb
in spite o~the people. ,

air missileS to stop those Incursions .:Costa Rica has no standing
army, but the government has
sent several hundred members of '
the federal police force and some,
traffic police to the border and
order them to fire on Nicaraguan
troops who cross over. Thousands
of Costa Ricans ~ who resent
Somoza for his past attempts to
influence Costa Rican affairs attended the funeral of two Costa
Rican police killed on the border

source told. the Associated Press
last month that officials believe
that without new weapons and
ammunition, Somoza and the National Guard could be beaten by
5andlnlstas guerrillas. "If Somoza
goes, we 1NOuid preterto see him .
go peacefully.
would not Hk~
to see him toppled In an armed
revolt," the unnamed official said.

Nov. 21.

Reprinted from the. International
Bulletin, Box 4400, Berkeley, CA,
94704.

Meanwhile, the U.S. government
has come under fire In Nicaragua

we

Make this Christmas

the merriest ever by
shopping at the Cubicle!
Free
Gift
Wrapping! '

$i 2'

In the Mint) Mall, on Fairview
I8-fhe
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Located at Federalway & Overland
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'-' Captain· Horatio
Rfirnblower
Wed., Dec. 13 at 8:00
pm iii the Student Union
Ballroom.

CLASSICAL FILM: "Captain
Horatio Hornblower," 6 pm In
SUB Ballroom.
BSU MUSIC DEPT: Orchestra .
concert, 8:15 pm, Music Audl- .
lor/urn. Melvin Shelton, director.
BOISE CITY RECREATION
DEPT: Meeting for anyone
Interested In working as a
gatekooper for upcoming Boise'
City Recreation Dept. races,
7:30 pm at Ft. Boise Community
center.

Dcc.15

PLANNED PARENTHOOD:
Workshop - "The Relationship ,.
of Mental Health to. Good
Physical Condition," 7:30 at
AmJerson Center, 101 W. Bannock. :CaII 345-0760 for Info.
IDAHO COMMISSION ON
THE ARTS: Open House, 304
W. State St. Call 364-2119 for
Info.
.
"THE GREAT RE·MAKES
FESTIVAL": Orl(1lnal versions
or new IIIms, 8 pm In SUB
Ballroom.

SUB AND L1BflARY CLOSED.
KAID BROADCAST:. of PhIlharmonic Christmas 'concert, 2
pm.
KAID BROADCAST: of "ChrIstmas Evo on sesame. Street, "
5:30 pm.'
.

'FINALS WEEI< BEGINS:
Through Thursday 21st.
ORI.ENTATION MEETING: 'for
National Student Exchange, 1st
semester, 2:30 In SUB Bannock
Am.

ED

MON

Dec. 20

FOREIGN FILM: "The Bicycle
Thief," 6 pm In SUB Ballroom.

Dec. 20

Dec. 25

MERRY CHRISTMASIII
KAID BitOADCAST: of Bolsa
Philharmonic Chr/stmas con"
cert, 7 pm.

"The Bicycle Thief" is '
presented, Wed., Dec.
20 at 8- pm in the SUB
Ballro~m...~(

Concert
by the
Boise
Philharmonic is
being pre. sentedat
8pmatSt.
John's

THUR

Dec. 24

Dec. 16

.Annual
Christmas'

THUR
Dec. 28

LAST DAY TO SUBMIT: appllcation for Spring semester to bo
assured of materials at Jan. 16
reqlstratlon.

BRONCO INVITATIONAL'
BASKETBALLTOURNA·
MENT.
•
GYM OPEN TO RECREATION:
6 am - 5 pm until mld-January.
L1BRAR
Im - 5 pm.

FR
Dec. 29

BASKETBALL: Bronco lnvltatlonal basketball tournament
continues, evenings, BSU gym.
LIBRARY OP~N: 8 am- 5 prn,

UDUDOM
ILDLIFE
. FILM
Albert
Kervonenin
Wilderness Alberta.
Dec. 14,
at 8:00 pm
in the Special Events etr.

nor;

S T
Dec. 16

. Dec. 14

BOISE LITTLE THEATER: Tryouts for "The Royal Family,"
Dec. 14.& 15, 7 pm at the Boise
Uttle Theater. 'Call 342-5104 for
Inlo.
"
BSU MUSIC DEPT: Senior recital-Phil Rundquist, tuba. 4:30
pm In Music Auditorium.
WILDERNESS ALBERTA: a
film presented by tM Golden .
Eagle Audubon SocIety and tlie
Natlonlll AudUbon Society,. glv·
en by Albert Karvonen, 8 pm In
Special Events Center. Call
365-1448 for Info. •
BSU SIGN CLUB MEETING:
5:30 pm at the Minority Culture
Center.

.su

, FRI

Dec. 13

FRI

CROSS·COUNTRY SKIING:
Cascade Rosevolr. Good trip for
bllglnners and. those needing
Instruction. Call 365-1455 for
Info.
.
BOISE PHILHARMONIC:
Annaul Christmas Concert. 6
pm at.St. John's CathG1fral. Call
344-7849 for Info.'

Dec. 22

STUDENT UNION BUILDING
CLOSED: through Dec. 27th.
1978 FALL SEMESTER ENDSII

S T

SUN

SUB OPEt~S
LIBRARY OPENS O.llm· 5 pm

Dec. 23

Doc. 17

E

Doc. 27

BOISE CITY RECREATION
DEPT: wookend 'cress-country
ski lessons. Call 384-4219 for
Info.,

BOIS!: PHILHARMONIC:
Annual Christmas Concert. B
pm at St. John's Cathedral. Call
344-7659 for Info.

Dec. 30
LIBRARY CLOSED.

SU

Dec. 31

LIBRARY CLOSED.

:·:1·

~~~~~[L~SS~f~E~

'.
Private· PartY Clas'sified~Adsl 4 cents Per Wordl·12 Noon .Monday Deadline.'
ARBITER Offrce, Owyhee Room, 2nd Floor .SUB'·
. . For More Info 385~'1464"

~-CRILD

CARE
---.----GMns

Campus DIlycaro has day, or
evening openings. Call 3426249/376-1425.

I----FUR

----..----::-MISCELLANEOUS-....--.

Froo 10 cOllnll8our, large,
metal, welded pipe outdoor
sculpture.
Contemporary.
Weighs 150 pounds ptus. Call
365-1466, ask for Ann. 343-556Q

-====]-~eves~::..'---:..--SAlE:..

MInk and loothllr Stroller.
length coat.at $1200.
seldom WIll
worn.
Appraloed
sell.
for $700. 342-0339 eves or
365-1464 days. klk for .Sally.
StGnlO Rooelver, Harmon/Kordon 33OB, AM-FM radio. 20
watlS per channel. $175 or best
olfer. Phone 336-9565.

n- bouquots by
Barbara Martln-5parrow of sea
Flight speclallzJng In holiday
centerpieces, weddings and
corsages. AppoIntments 3445209, 375-0073. Ten to sIx,
Monday, Wednesday and Fri-

Europe Free for qualified
person.
Send travel/study
experience. University Tours,
Box 634, Logan' UI. 64321.

__-1---'Hi;;~;r~itij;;;;;-:;;;;,;;--i
Havo II hard lImll 'sovlng
money?
Call me for more
Information concerning socurIng a good fI. nanc lal program.
Dennis at 344-0525.

.
SEASONS GREE11NGS
To our Chrlstlsn friends,
MorryChristmu;
To our JewJsh friends,
H~ppy Ch1Irnlkuh;
To our Athlest Friends,
Good Luck; .
. To our Iranian friends,
Dtlath 10 th3 Shah.
Stubbs

'S-TA TE BARBER

.B,?lse,

t---'FOR

TRADE--1

.L1brary ParkIng Space for _
Towers Parklng Space. Phone
Rich Downs, 365-1601.

Pllrt-lIl1lll girl, needed to sell
" sporting goods on our Wlllts
tlnes. Talk to men on the phone
and get paid tool
Flexible
hours. No experience necessary. Call Robin or Tom lor an
Interview at 345-7550.

COLLEGE

- --snort on Money?
Long on Hair?
Save· Money by Getting Your Hair
Cut at State Barber College. With
.. , Budget Price for Guys & Girls.
Appt. Available.
2210 Main 51.,

342-9729·

Cultom Illk

day.

HElPWAN1Efj~----,

R8:pOmible fem!llo student Interested In children to babysit
at our home near Ann Morrison, 5-10 hours per week. Own
transpora!lon preferred.
WIll
pay. , Two fun boys, 1 and 5
years: 34.'>-6656.

3 GOOS OR ONE. 386-5665.

LOST/FOUND
--+;'-IM~
.. ..:....-.;"'~YOU-.
PRovi;-.

·-R-'G-RA-oes-'--C-. ~

FJIlIIIpluto whoever has found
• Send $1.00 for your ~j
my woman's Waltham wrist
mall --'-aJ
..l
wlllch. (Gold) Lost betwoonUi
UOI eat
og of CoUegl8t'1
old oolenoe building and Morrl!Rasaan:h. 10,250 topic· listed ..
lIOn Hall. Pleasel Return It to
. Prompt Delivery. Box 25907-8,:
SUB Info doSk or call Ann at
385-1524. Reward.
; '\1.08 Angefei,CaIIf. 90025. (213)
' ;477-82216.
. . •

L:=============tireUniversity

1

Arbik,r _

pi_ Inn at Bogus Basin needs
housekeepers, 8 hours a day beginning
December 22through January 10, $3.00
per hour for full days on a part-tIme
basis. Call 336-4500 and ask lor Tom
Naylor.
.'

Dr{Ll\SSIflrD
..
.

"conTEST 'no.
.16
The first five people who walk
Into the Artllter', Intemational
HcooqUarters on the second
floor of the SU3 during office .
hours (8-5) !U"d tell our S6Cl'Ifo
tary the name of at least one
child movie atar who was not
. blackba.lled forever from· Hollywood because OfllOXcrimes will
.wIn two tickets to this Friday's
Great R&-Makes Festival lU'1
one Inch of AIbller clmSllled
advertising.

'_W~~es(iay,
)j~c~.J#r 13, :t~78l~=========~dJ

,-~
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